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of men

‘

in uniform,
-

drilling with
:

rifles or

marching down the field with heads held high and feet
stamping out cadence with staccato clarity. Such a mental
is oftentimes correct; yet to be completely accurate it
include an occasional man who just cannot keep in step,

who does not know

“‘right’’ from “‘left,’’ or one who marches with a

lecided limp.
Within the military services there are a sizeable number of men
who are moderately physically handicapped, some who are on the
dull side mentally, and still others whose learning is retarded due
to lack of acquaintance with the English language.
Such men,
however, are capable of giving a great deal of useful military service provided they are trained to execute the duties assigned to
them. This means that each man in these categories must be given
some specialized form of training prior to, or concurrent with, their
regular military instruction.
Obviously such training requires
more time than normally allocated to basic military instruction
within the Army. This additional time for training and the special
program of instruction is provided by the establishment of an
educational program designed specifically for Special Training
Units. Men assigned to such units, in addition and prior to regular
training, take from eight to thirteen weeks special training during
which half-time is devoted to academic instruction in the fundamental subjects of reading, writing, and arithmetic, and the
remaining half to instruction in the basic military subjects.
In the case of men who are assigned to Special Training Units
as a result of physical deficiencies only, the program of training is
based upon the concept of teaching the man how to overcome his
handicaps.
Many men are able to perform “general service’’ in
spite of physical limitations; others, however, are able to perform
only a portion of the duties of a soldier, and are assigned to “limited
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service.’ If a man cannot accomplish his duties at first, he is given
necessary stamina-building exercises so that he can successfully
meet such situations as may ordinarily be encountered in the assignments for which he is considered physically qualified. Such a
program is in actuality a buffer, affording the man adjusted to his
civilian environment an opportunity to make the transition to
military life without breaking his morale.
Similarly, but using techniques appropriate to the problems in-

volved, men who are in the slow learner group (mentally dull) are
provided not only with the opportunity to be trained under conditions that are pitched at their capacity to acquire knowledge, but
they are also given instruction by personnel who are especially
qualified to teach men in this category.
Those who are in the foreign-language group, who cannot read
or write English to a degree which will satisfy Army requirements,
are likewise taught the fundamentals of the language within the
Special Training Unit.
To accomplish this program, the War Department has developed textbooks

and instructional materials, including teachers’

guides and visual aids necessary to assist instructors.

The Section

of the Adjutant General's Office concerned with adult elementary
education in the military services is carrying on research to develop effective and rapid techniques. With training time relatively

brief, all methods are pointed toward establishing maximum

ef-

ficiency in the learning process.
The materials developed place
particular emphasis on motivating the learner toward an eagerness
to learn all he can as rapidly as possible. His academic learning is

designed to tie in well with his military training so there will be no
lost motion in carrying him from these subjects into the task of
learning to be a soldier.
The instructional staff at the various military installations
having Special Training Units is composed of both officers and enlisted men. A very large proportion of this personnel has a background of training in the field of Education augmented by teaching experience. Unfortunately, the problem is so large in scope that

it has been difficult to secure a sufficient number of teachers with
special training and experience. Many qualified teachers are actively engaged

in carrying on other instructional

activities and

cannot be assigned to this work. Accordingly a course of instruction on Methods of Teaching in Special Training Units is now being
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Institute, and a school is con-

templated for teacher training of instructors in these units.
The staff of officers and professional civilian personnel dealing
with Special Training Units within the War Department has produced a great deal of original instructional material in the form of
textbooks, film strips, periodicals, and current event leaflets, as

well as aids and guides for instructors. These materials are characterized largely by their freedom from rigid and static content.
Every effort has been made to maintain an eclectic attitude so that
teacher and student alike will be provided with ample opportunity
to teach and learn in a manner most effective to their individual
backgrounds. Much emphasis has been placed upon visual aids as
a valuable auxiliary in training; auditory, visual, and kinaesthetic

sensory mechanisms are used to the fullest extent to augment each

other and to assure the learner of means that will be adapted to
his particular learning pattern.

Such an approach is essential in

view of the limitations on the amount of time available for training.
The evidence indicates that with present techniques about 95 per
cent of all the men sent to special training successfully complete
their instruction and go on to regular training.
Chrough the special training program, many thousands of men
have already been made more useful in the Army; in fact, many

men would have had to be discharged had it not been possible to
bring them up to an acceptable training level through the efforts
of officers and men carrying on this program in the field.

